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The City of Gold Coast stretches from Beenleigh in the north, to Coolangatta in the south, and
Springbrook and Ormeau in the west. With such diverse scenary and activities, it is no wonder it
is one of the biggest growth cities in Australia.With a population of over 600,000 it is known for
the love of sport with the recent 2018 Commonwealth Games being a huge success and the
numerous sporting sites being developed for the 2032 Brisbane Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

With a strong traditional history, the Gold Coast is also proud of the Yugambeh traditional
custodians of the land located in south-east Queensland and north-east New South Wales.  

In the journey towards 2032, the Gold Coast and the local sporting fraternity will play a vital role
in identifying and developing athletes reaching their potential and representing their nation. 

It is conjunction with Council that the Academy is working to identify and develop this talent.

The City of Gold Coast
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High performance sport is an important driver for participation in sport and attendance at major sporting
events. With Brisbane 2032 a major target, it is important that focus is placed on developing the grassroot
level to ensure there are young athletes learning correct skills and favourable sporting habits.

For more years, Australia has prided itself on its athletes delivering top performances on the world stage
which inspires the next generation. Underpinning this success needs to be a “Future Champions” strategy
which is a genuine pathway from “Foundation sport to elite performance”.   
This strategy will guide the athletes’ journey towards ultimate sporting success. 

The developing Future Champions program on the Gold Coast focuses on providing emerging athletes with
the skills, knowledge, experience and exposure that will support them along their sporting journey. It will
provide them with tools to cope with pressure, appreciate opportunities and perform at their best
physically, psychologically, tactically and technically when they reach elite status. This strategy is driven
by the FTEM evidence-based framework that espouse a best practice and holistic approach to participant
and athlete development. The GCAS has used the FTEM framework to evaluate the success of programs
conducted. 

Future Champions



FTEM Framework

The framework consists of four macro phases of
athlete development (Foundation, Talent, Elite
and Mastery), which are further differentiated into
10 micro phases.

THE AIS HAS DEVELOPED THE
FOUNDATIONS, TALENT,
ELITE AND MASTERY
FRAMEWORK TO CAPTURE
DIFFERENT SPORTING
PATHWAYS.
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The International Olympic Committee recognises
that athlete development frameworks should be
holistic in embracing the multidimensional nature
of athlete development, and predicated on
recognised ‘best practice’ for each developmental
phase, rather than age-related prescription.



Commit to the psychological development of resilient and adaptable athletes characterised by mental capability and
robustness, high self-regulation and enduring personal excellence qualities—that is, upholding the ideals of Olympism.
Across the entire athletic development pathway, assist each athlete in effectively managing sport-life balance to be better
prepared for life after sport.
Design youth athlete development programs comprising diversity and variability of athletic exposure, to mitigate the risk
of overuse injuries and other health problems. 
Dietary education for young athletes should emphasize optimal eating patterns to support health, normal growth and
sport participation demands.
Sport and sports medicine governing bodies and organisations should protect the health and well-being of youth in sport.

The IOC recommended the below guiding principles to ensure long-term athletic development, performance and success in all
youth athletes: 

The GCAS follow these fundamental guiding principles through all academy programs. 

'International Olympic Committee
consensus statement on youth athletic
development'
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About
GCAS

Founded in 2009, the Gold Coast Academy of Sport is a not-for-profit sporting
organisation which exists to help produce future champions within the region. 

Programs are developed to provide opportunities for young able bodied and
athletes with a disability to develop the fundamental physical literacy including
sport specific skills. Programs also support the lifelong engagement with sport to
prepare them for regional, state, national and international competition. To retain
and further develop talent in sport is an important message. 

Positioned in the ‘Talent’ phase of the FTEM framework, the Academy offers a
variety of sporting program for athletes aged 12 – 18 years of age. Each program is
uniquely designed specifically for the sport and can span a few days to six months.  
Programs aim to promote interest, participation, knowledge and opportunity to all
involved. Programs also encourage athletes to use the tools and skills learnt to
reach their full potential. 

GOLD COAST ACADEMY OF SPORT (GCAS)
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The ‘Future Champion Strategy’ is centred around each program providing not only specific sport technical skill
acquisition and physical development but also focuses on the personal and professional maturity of the athlete.
Professional presenters help develop athletes holistically through a number of educational sessions including
personal development, community engagement, strength and conditioning, recovery and body maintenance and
many more. 

The pressures and challenges facing our talented athletes are not limited to just physical performance.
Expectation, time management, social media, financial pressures, education, training and recover are just some
pressures all athletes must cope with.  The Academy focuses on offering the athlete with information to help in
coping with these and other areas that athletes are faced with in their sporting life. Academy programs focuses on
the importance of ensuring athletes have acquired the skills and knowledge to allow them to cope with
performance and training pressures to enjoy their sport and perform at their best when they step into the elite
arena.  

Education and retention of athletes within sport is another of the academy’s major aims. It is a well known fact
that between the ages of 12 and 18 many athletes walk away from their sport. The Academy’s mission is to
engage with these athletes and offer them an opportunity to develop further within their sport through skill
development and core education sessions. Recognition and acknowledgement of talent and performance is a
major factor in growing the athlete’s confidence which in turn helps them to achieve.

About GCAS
FUTURE CHAMPION STRATEGY
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Programs
We 
Offer

The Gold Coast Academy of Sport currently offers a number of sport programs including a unique
future stars program that caters for aspiring athletes who do not fit within the criteria of a sport
program or who participate in individual sports or activities that are not offered as a full Academy
program. 

The Gold Coast Academy is also proud to be associated with a school program that offers ‘value add’
educational sessions to the elite sporting scene within the school. This brings recognition to the
students in the sports high performance area of the school and offers professional delivery of sport
science and associated topics.

Football Action SportsOther

Basketball
AWD Basketball
Hockey 
Athletics 
Golf
Referees

BMX 
Mountain Biking 
Skateboarding 
Surfing 
Surf Life Saving 
Taekwondo 

AFL
Rugby League 
Rugby Union
Rugby 7s 
Touch Football
Football (soccer)

Equestrian
Netball 
Diving 
Triathlon 
Cricket 
Future Stars
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Guiding Principle

Our Aim 

Preparing pre-elite Gold Coast athletes for their journey to Olympic or high-
performance success through quality inclusive sport and life skill programs.

Core Values 

ACHIEVE Regeneration through identified talent transfer opportunities

Ignite EXCELENCE through the dreams of youngsters to perform in sport on
a world stage and identify their talent

INSPIRE the young to become involved in 2032 by involving current athletes
and share the message of involvement, achievement and recognition. 

RESPECT past and present Gold Coast athletes by showcasing their talent 

TO ACHIEVE 
TO EXCEL
TO INSPIRE 
TO RESPECT 

Our Role
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4 Years

6.5 Years 75%

Be Ready For 2032
BY L.A 2028!

of Rio medalists were top 10 four year before 

4 Years 4 Years

Success of athletes in 2032 is NOT a 10-year runway. It's 6.5 years 
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2032 Success - The Runway Reality 

Our Target 



2020 2021 2022

750 

500 

250 

0 

Participation
Number
Growth  

*Please note that 2020 was a COVID effected year 
*2022 Are predicted numbers ONLY 12



*Please note that 2020 was a COVID effected year 

Sports Program Growth 2020-2021 
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UCSC Future Stars
58

PSSC Future Stars
44

Rugby Union
41

Rugby League
21

BMX
12

UCSC
55

Rugby 7s
45

Hockey
40

Taekwondo
30

PSSC
27

Pony Club
26

GCRLRA
25

BMX
21

Rugby Union
21

Future Stars
17

Speed Clinic
15

Rugby League
14



*Predicted numbers ONLY estimated from program expansion 

2022   Sports Program Predicted Growth
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UCSC
60

Pony Club
50

PSSC
40

Rugby 7s
40

Hockey
30

Taekwondo
30

Surf Life Saving
30

Football (Girls)
30

Rugby Union
28

BMX
25

GCRLRA
25

Rugby League
20

Speed Clinic
15

Action Sports
15



The Score Board 

How
Will
We
Measure
Success? COMMUNITY IMPACT 

Formalised partnering arrangements
(MOU/Collaboration Agreements) with at
least 5 new state or national sporting
bodies/organisations 
Formalised partnering arrangements with at
lest 5 new Gold Coast based community
sporting bodies/organisations 
Year on year improvement in GCAS brand
and credibility 

ATHLETE PROGRESSION 

Increase of 20% in program
participants from 1 November 2021 to
31 December 2022
Increase in number of sports from 10-
14
Increase of 20% in female participation
across all sports offered 

ATHLETE REPRESENTATION 

An increase of athlete representation
at regional level 
An increase of 20% in program
participants that compete at State or
National title level 

SPORTS PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Increase in opportunity for GCAS to
support athletes in national program 
Performance support staff selected to
National teams and camps 
FTEM evaluation of programs
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STRATEGIC
PILLARS,
GOALS &
TACTICS
WORKING WITH SPORTS WE
WILL SUPPORT...

People and Culture 

Talent Coaching Performance Support 

Partnerships/ Stakeholders Information & Knowledge

Corporate Athlete Journey
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 FTEM - (Foundation, Talent, Elite & Mastery elements of the
Talent Identification Pathway as developed by Australian
Institute of Sport. 
 SSO - State Sporting Organisation     
 QAS - Queensland Academy of Sport
GCAS - Gold Coast Academy of Sport
TID - Talent Identification 
KPI - Key Performance Indicators
AWD – Athletes with a Disability

Acronyms Used



Progress athletes’ performance through
FTEM framework

Athletes’ performance and
knowledge results in improvement
along FTEM pathway 

Success of programs 

Retention of para-sport, AWD and able
bodied athletes’ interest and
involvement 

Athletes’ recognition that appropriate
changes improves training and
competition outcomes.

Improve and increase coaching
pathway support and performance for
coaches on the Gold Coast

Networking opportunities created for
GCAS coaches regardless of sport

To be recognised as a FTEM ‘talent’
pathway and advocate service for Gold
Coast athletes and coaches

Improved life skills to give positive
contribution to the community 

Assist in the delivery of Sports plan
including facilities

Capture and use data improve athlete
and organisation performance
outcomes

Information gathered allows GCAS
to track athletes’ performance and
progression 

Ensure GCAS staff have
opportunities to access Professional
Development

Identify and engage effective
commercial strategies to optimise
partnerships 

Communication regularly sent from
GCAS to all database

Support, retain and increase
partnerships and sponsorships 

G
O
A
L

O
U
T
C
O
M
E

TALENT COACHING PERFORMANCE

SUPPORT

PARTNERSHIPS/

STAKEHOLDERS

IINFORMATION &

KNOWLEDGE 

Strategic Plan Pillars, Goals and Tactics

Provide Gold Coast athletes and
coaches with quality and tailored pre-
elite programs including Para-sport
and AWD

Increased number of athletes and
coaches on pathways to improved
performance 

Work closely with local SO and SSO
to ensure programs deliver all KPIs 

CORPORATE PEOPLE & CULTURE ATHLETE JOURNEY

Increased opportunities for female
pre-elite coaches across various
sporting landscapes 

Increased number of coaches
supporting athletes at a pre-elite
and developing level 

Increase the number of female
coaches and provide networking
opportunities

Provide excellent sport and life skill
knowledge to Gold Coast athletes 

Ensure professional presenters are
delivering current information to
support and improve performance
and knowledge of athletes, families
and coaches 

Positively influence community support
and involvement of GCAS programs

Retain, recruit and further develop
professional staff in an inclusive
culture through mentorships and
further education 

Continue to share the passion and
motivation within GCAS family to
deliver an environment of talented
athletes, coaches and staff

Annual growth and progression of
talented athletes and coaches
through FTEM framework

Establish use of the Athlete
Management System (AMS) for
future and past pre-elite
identification

Strong and supportive links and
pathways established with QAS and
Dep’t of Sport and Recreation to assist
with TID and development on Gold
Coast

Recognised by ALL Gold Coast
District sporting associations, SSOs
and City of Gold Coast as a talent
pathway and advocate service 

Annual growth in revenue, security
and partnerships to support current
and additional programs

Increased input and support from
board through professional contacts

Maintain integrity and good
governance in every aspect and level
of GCAS 

GCAS values of ‘To Achieve’, ‘To
Excel’, ‘To Inspire’ and ‘To Respect’
are integrated in the athlete journey  

Provide opportunities to facilitate
cross-sport communication and
practices to support coach
development 

Provide opportunities to attract and
engage specialist coaches in the
Para sport area

Provide frameworks to assist
coaches to maximise performance
outcomes through life skill sessions

Increase the number of targeted
sustainable and professional
programs

Implement a robust system for
detecting, identifying, developing,
selecting athletes for future pathways 

 Maximise opportunities for athletes to
develop through practical and
educational presentations 

Provide increased opportunities for
female athlete identification,
development and support

Identify any transfer of skills/talent
across sports

Provide increased opportunities for
inclusive and diverse athlete
identification, development and
support

Provide development, leadership
and mentoring opportunities to
further develop female coaches

Identify, monitor, and reduce the
physical and psychological risks for
program participants (illness, mental
wellness and injury management)

 Set high standards for delivery of
information by professional presenters

Define, communicate, and present
injury and illness management and
rehabilitation ideas and plans 

Develop, present and communicate
effective performance support for
teams and athletes 

Ensure athletes understand readiness
and pathways for all sports to
improved performance

Develop the academy brand through
increased publicity and marketing 

 Establish, build and nurture
relationships with GCAS
stakeholders

Develop relationship with QAS pre-elite
development area to assist delivery of
their mission and vision. QAS to value
GCAS

Offer opportunities for athletes on
how to understand improvement in
performance and preparation 

Ensure relevant communication is
ongoing between GCAS and all
stakeholders

Continual review of professional
material presented to Academy
programs 

Strengthen links with Gold Coast
sporting facilities 

Ensure mandatory athlete online
registration linked directly to
TeamApp or a succinct aligned system 

Awareness of current trends in the
Gold Coast sports landscape 

Ensure communication channels are
accessible to all GCAS families

Maintain and ensure registration,
communication, and delivery of
information to all stakeholders 

Continue to explore funding (local,
corporate, Gov’t & philanthropic) to
support GCAS initiatives  

Ensure funding reporting
requirements are met 

Identify and grow opportunities to
share GCAS successes’

Implement and deliver accessible and
inclusive programs for targeted sports
(including Para-sports and AWD) 

Ensure all programs are tailored to
needs of SSO/local sporting
organisation

Ensure all participants and partners
comply with GCAS’s sport policies and
practices 

Continue to engage and empower
staff to deliver specific tailored
programs from induction through to
positive outcomes 

Ensure delivery of an effective
induction and programs to help
athletes and coaches realise their
athletic pathway 

Link athletes identified in sports
programs to QAS to ensure ongoing
supportive pathways 

Utilise GCAS alumni to inspire and
mentor future Gold Coast athletes,
coaches and leaders

Obtain feedback from professionals
and athletes to guide GCAS to deliver
more effective program

T
A
C
T
I
C
S
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Spirit of Our Partnership With You

We believe high challenge, high
support partnerships brings
performance breakthrough 

We never take our eye off doing the
basics exceptionally well 

We take the
time to

understand
athletes' and

are clear on our
responsibility to

support their
plan

We accomplish
amazing

amounts of
important

work and have
fun doing it 

We are relentless at finding
performance solutions for you - if

we can't crack it, we will find
someone who can 

We treat
feedback as

a gift and
we work

hard to act
on it 

We regularly
ask 'why not?'.

When faced with
a challenge, our
starting point is

'Can DO'

Brisbane 2032 
is not just about
Australia hosting

the Olympics, 
it is also about

Australia
 hosting the

Paralympics and
being inclusive

Inclusivity is not
just about

providing the
same ‘sorts of
opportunities’,

it is about
providing these
opportunities

equally

We offer programs for everyone



Our 2022
Partners
and
Sponsors 
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